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Four ways of using probability games
1. Statistical testing. Put a theory in the role of Forecaster.
Take the role of Skeptic and test the theory.
2. Forecasting. Put ourselves in the role of Forecaster and
try to make good probability predictions.

3. Probability judgement. Use a battery of probability
games as a scale of canonical examples to which to
compare evidence.
4. Causal investigation. Hypothesize a hidden game in
which Nature is Forecaster. We see only some of
Reality’s moves.
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Nature’s strategy
•
•

Nature’s strategy = probability tree
Probabilities and expected values in situations

Causes
•
•
•
•

We may call a step in Nature’s tree a cause.
Refinement complicates the picture.
Nature as Gnostic demiurge
Limited causality

Causal relations
•
•
•

Causal relations between events
Causal relations between variables
DAGS and their shortcomings

Physics
•
•

Intertwined Natures
Levels of causality
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Part 1. Nature’s strategy
• Nature’s strategy = probability tree
• Probabilities and expected values in situations

It is correct to say … that chance governs the
world, or rather that it has a part, and a
notable part, in the government of the world.
1843
Antoine Augustin Cournot
1801-1877
4

Part 1. Nature’s strategy

Nature is the forecaster.
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Part 1. Nature’s strategy

Nature’s strategy = probability tree
Example 1
Will Dennis
remember to
practice his
saxophone?
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Part 1. Nature’s strategy

Will Dennis
remember to
practice his
saxophone?

1
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4 5

6 7

8 9
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Sample space =  = {all paths down the tree}.
Ten paths in this example.
A path is identified by its terminal node.

A subset of the sample space is an event.
A function on the sample space is a variable.
A node in the tree is a situation.
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Part 1. Nature’s strategy

Will Dennis
remember to
practice his
saxophone?

1

2 3

4 5

6 7

8 9
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Sample space =  = {all paths down the tree}.
A subset of the sample space is an event.

The event that Dennis remembers is {1,3

,5 ,7 ,9}.

A less interesting event, {6,8}, is shown in the diagram.
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Part 1. Nature’s strategy

Event = set of paths. Situation = node.
Each event has a probability in each situation.
Probability that Dennis remembers to practice
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0
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Part 1. Nature’s strategy

Variable = function on paths. Situation = node.

Each variable X has an expected value Es(X) in each situation s.
Sigmund lives one block away.
Alex two blocks away.

X = distance from home
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Expected value of X in the different situations

0
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Part 2. Causes
•
•
•
•

We may call a step in Nature’s tree a cause.
Refinement complicates the picture.
Nature as Gnostic demiurge
Limited causality

Causes

Events
David Hume
1711-1776

In the 18th century, causes were
situated in time.

Pierre Simon
Marquis de Laplace
1749-1827
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Part 2. Causes

0.35
Will Dennis
remember to
practice his
saxophone?
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Where are the causes in this story?
We may call a step in the tree, such as “Alex comes over” a cause.
When Alex comes over,
• P(practice) goes down from 0.35 to 0.28.
• E(distance from home) goes up from 0.6 blocks to 1.2 blocks.
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Part 2. Causes

We may call a step in the tree, such as “Alex comes over”
a cause.
When Alex comes over,
• P(practice) goes down from 0.35 to 0.28.
• E(distance from home) goes up from 0.6 to 1.2 blocks.
Best not to use cause as a technical term.
The meaning of cause depends on context.
Attribution often contested, as it connotes responsibility.
Better to talk about causal relations.
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Part 2. Causes

We may call a step in the tree a cause.
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Go to college? Yes
Will Mark marry Peggy?
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Probability that Mark will
marry Peggy shown in red.
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Dropping out of college
after starting (red step)
lowers the probability from
62% to 20%.
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Part 2. Causes

We may call a step in the tree, such as “Mark
drops out” a cause.
When drops out,
• P(marries Peggy) goes down from 0.62 to 0.20.

But when we refine, a single step
may become multiple steps or
even multiple treks.
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Part 2. Causes

“Drops out” now 3 steps.
Still lowers P(marries Peggy) .

0.56

0

0.68

0.4

0.5

Instead of “step from one situation to another”, we need
a more general idea that is not altered by refinement.
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Part 2. Causes

How to generalize “step from one
situation to another”.
Generalize situation to set of divergent situations*.
• Call a set of divergent situations an
instantaneous event.
• Call the change from one instantaneous event to
another a Humean event.

*Two situations are divergent if neither precedes
the other.
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Part 1. Nature’s strategy

Example of an instantaneous event

Dennis stays home
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Part 2. Causes

More examples of instantaneous events
Goes to college

Graduates from college
Drops out of college
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Part 2. Causes

The Humean event that
Mark drops out of college
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Part 2. Causes

The Humean event that
Mark goes to college and
drops out

0

0.4

0.164

0.5

This Humean event may raise or lower P(marries Peggy),
21
depending on how it happens.

Part 2. Causes

Review
• A set of divergent situations is an instantaneous
event.
• The transition from one instantaneous event to
another is a Humean event.
Steps from one situation to another are the
simplest Humean events.
But the simplicity is only apparent, because a
situation may become a set of divergent situations
when we refine.
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Part 2. Causes

Another example of refinement

Refine

In this example, the detail added by the refinement does not
change the probabilities in the situations initially shown.
In the Mark/Peggy example, in contrast, dropping out from Notre
Dame and dropping out from NYU had different implications.
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Part 2. Causes

Three kinds of events in Nature’s tree

1. Instantaneous event = single situation or set of
divergent situations
2. Humean event = transition from one
instantaneous event to another
3. Conventional event = set of paths
A conventional event references a final result, without
situating it in time.
A Humean event is situated in time.
1. It references a change.
2. It can be a probabilistic cause of another event.
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Part 2. Causes

Cournot’s intelligence supérieure
In §45 of Exposition de la
théorie des chances et des
probabilités (1843), Cournot
posited an intelligence
supérieure, an human-like
superior intelligence who gets
the probabilities right.

Like a Gnostic demiurge, this
intelligence supérieure reigns
below the supreme being.
We can identify Cournot’s
intelligence supérieure with our
Nature.
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Part 2. Causes

Cournot’s description
of the intelligence
supérieure
Thus often repeated is Hume’s thought, “that
properly speaking there is no such thing as
chance, but there is its equivalent: our
ignorance of the real causes of events.”*
Laplace himself posited at the beginning of his
book the principle “that probability is relative
in part to our knowledge and in part to our
ignorance”, from which it follows that for a
superior intelligence that can sort out all the
causes and follow all the effects, the science of
probability would disappear for lack of an
object. But all these thoughts miss the mark.
Certainly the word does designates not a
substantial cause, but an idea: the idea of the
combination of many systems of causes or facts
that develop, each in its own series, each
independent of the others. An intelligence

superior to man would differ from man only in
erring less often or not at all in the use of this
idea. It would not be apt to regard consider
series independent when they actually
influence each other in the causal order;
inversely, it would not imagine a dependence
between causes that are actually independent.
It would distinguish with greater reliability, or
even with rigorous exactness, the part due to
chance in the evolution of successive
phenomena. ... In a word, it would push farther
and apply better the science of those
mathematical relations, all tied to the idea of
chance, that become the laws of nature in the
order of phenomena.

*Hume’s own words: THOUGH there be no
such thing as Chance in the world; our
ignorance of the real cause of any event has
the same influence on the understanding, and
begets a like species of belief or opinion.
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Part 2. Causes

intelligence supérieure à l’homme ne
différerait de l’homme qu’en ce qu’elle se
Ainsi l’on a souvent répété cette pensée de
tromperait moins souvent que lui, ou même
Hume, « qu’il n’y a point de hasard à
ne se tromperait jamais dans l’application de
proprement parler, mais qu’il y a son
cette donnée de la raison. Elle ne serait pas
équivalent : l’ignorance où nous sommes des exposée à regarder comme indépendantes,
vrais causes des événements »; et Laplace
des séries qui s’influencent réellement, dans
lui-même pose en principe au
l’ordre de la causalité, ou inversement, à se
commencement de son livre, « que la
figurer une dépendance entre des causes
probabilité est relative, en partie à nos
réellement indépendantes. Elle ferait avec
connaissances, en partie à notre
une plus grande sûreté, ou même une
ignorance »; d’où il suit que, pour une
exactitude rigoureuse, la part qui revient au
intelligence supérieure qui saurait démêler
hasard dans le développement des
toutes les causes et en suivre tous les effets, phénomènes successifs. … En un mot elle
la science des probabilités s’évanouirait faute pousserait plus loin que nous et appliquerait
d’objet. Mais toutes ces pensées manquent mieux la science de ces rapports
de justesse. Sans doute le mot de hasard
mathématiques, tous liés à la notion du
n’indique pas une cause substantielle, mai
hasard, et qui deviennent des lois de la
une idée : cette idée est celle de la
nature; dans l’ordre des phénomènes.
combinaison entre plusieurs systèmes de
causes ou de faits que se développent,
chacun dans leur série propre,
indépendamment les uns des autres. Une
27

The French original

Part 2. Causes

Cournot leaves open whether the supreme being determines
results completely or somehow only orders them to conform to
Nature’s probabilities.
It is right to say … that chance governs the world, or rather that it has a part, and a
notable part, in the government of the world. This does not conflict at all with the
understanding we should have of the providential prime mover. Either the prime
mover is concerned to determine only average and general results, assured by these
same laws of chance, or the prime mover has details and particular facts with which to
determines the results following purposes that go beyond our sciences and our
theories.
Il est juste de dire … que le hasard gouverne le monde, ou plutôt qu‘il a une part, et une part notable, dans le
gouvernement du monde; ce qui ne répugne en aucune façon à l’idée qu’on doit se faire d’une direction
suprême et providentielle: soit que la direction providentielle ne porte que sur les résultats moyens et
généraux, assurés par les lois mêmes du hasard; soit que la cause suprême dispose des détails et des faits
particuliers pour les coordonner à des vues qui surpassent nos sciences et nos théories.
Exposition de la théorie des chances et des probabilités (1843), §45
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Part 2. Causes

Christian Heinrich Schnuse’s
1849 translation of Cournot
into German:
... Eine höhere als die menschliche
Intelligenz würde sich von letzterer nur
dadurch unterscheiden, dass sie sich
hinsichtlich des Zusammenhanges
zwischen Ursache und Wirkung weniger,
oder auch wohl gar nicht irrte...
… In diesem Sinne kann man daher mit
Recht sagen (wie es auch häufig
geschehen ist): dass der Zufall die Welt
regiere, oder vielmehr einen merklichen
Antheil an dieser Weltregierung habe,

was durchaus nicht mit der Idee, welche
man sich von einer höheren Leitung oder
Vorsehung machen muss, im
Widerspruche steht; denn dieser
Vorsehung erstreckt sich entweder nur
auf die mittleren und allgemeinen
Resultate, welche durch die Gestze des
Zufalles selbst bestimmt werden, oder die
Vorsehung ordnet und bestimmt die
einzelnen Erscheinungen nach Zwecken
und Einsichten, welche weit über unsere
Wissenschaften und Theorien
hinausliegen.
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Part 2. Causes

Cournot not translated into
English.
But surely read by US & UK
19th-century philosophers—
including C. S. Peirce.
Historians of probability &
statistics often overlook the
influence of continental
writers in 19th and early 20th
centuries.

Charles Sanders Peirce
1839-1914
His notion of objective chance
was tied to a notion of truth as
the limit of possible human
knowledge.
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Part 2. Causes

Perhaps Nature (l’intelligence supérieure) does not
always have additive probabilities for the moves by
Reality (la cause suprême).
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Part 1. Nature’s strategy

Free will?

32

Part 3. Causal relations
• The counterfactual trap
• Causal relations among variables
• DAGS and their shortcomings

Judea Pearl
Born 1936

Judea’s greatest contributions:
• making probability useful in
artificial intelligence
• making causality again respectable
in probability and statistics.
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Part 3. Causal relations

The counterfactual trap
Consensus since the 1990s:

My minority view:

Causality is described by conditional
independence and counterfactuals.

1.

Counterfactuals seem
needed only because we
try to understand causality
in terms of a timeless
relation (independence)
between timeless objects
(variables).

2.

Instead, we should situate
our explanations in time—
i.e., in Nature’s probability
tree.

3.

Nature’s probabilistic
predictions are
counterfactual only if you
consider the future to be
fact.

Conditional independence
If X is independent of Z conditional on Y,
then X’s causal influence on Z is through Y.
Counterfactuals
X causes Y if
• Y’s probabilities would be different had
X been different, or
• an intervention that changes X would
change Y’s probabilities.
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Part 3. Causal relations

Conditional independence

Counterfactuals: X causes Y if

If X is independent of Z
conditional on Y, then X’s
causal influence on Z is
through Y.

• Y’s probabilities would be different
had X been different, or

Suppose P is the probability distribution
for Y for someone who has the gene,
has smoked 10,000 packs of cigarettes,
and has inhaled 10 pounds of nitrous
oxide.

Toy example
X

Stress
amount
Particular
gene

Smoking
Y amount

Z

Heart
damage
amount

• an intervention that changes X
would change Y’s probabilities.

Pollution
exposure

By the time half of this exposure has
happened, there must already be heart
damage.
So there is no point in real time where
P governs what happens next. You
need an unreal intervention or a
counterfactual world.
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Part 3. Causal relations

Variables are not causes.
But they can be causally related.
Causal relations in Nature’s tree:
Precedence

Causal Independence

Tracking

Sign

These causal relations imply statistical relations.
(Nature’s probabilities are game-theoretic; they are
interpreted by Cournot’s principle.)
Observing the statistical relations, we may conjecture
the causal relations.
I will simplify some of the definitions in The Art of Causal Conjecture.
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Part 1. Nature’s strategy

Resolving situations for a variable
Sigmund lives one block away.
Alex two blocks away.

X = distance from home

0

0

1

2

The resolving situations for X form an instantaneous event.
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Part 1. Nature’s strategy

X = distance from home
Y = remembering to practice

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

2

1

0

1

0

1

0

Resolving situations for X and Y
DEFINITION. X precedes Y if X is always resolved before or at
the same time as Y.
Distance from home

precedes remembering to practice

.
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Part 3. Causal relations

E precedes F
= E always happens or fails before F does.

E = go to college
= {a,b,c,d}

.16

Go to college? Yes
.4

F = marry Peggy
= {a,c,e}

.84

Graduate? Yes
.8
Marry Peggy? Yes

a

No

.6
No

.2
No

.2
Yes

.8
No

.05
Yes

.95
No

b

c

d

e

f

= resolving situations for E
= resolving situations for F
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Part 3. Causal relations

Precedence, as defined here, concerns when events or
variables are resolved (determined), not when you
experience them.

Question: If Y = f(X), which variable precedes the
other?
Answer: Y precedes X.
Example: Choose a nation from the European
Union at random. Then choose a city from that
nation at random.
Nation = f(City)
But Nation is resolved first.
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Part 3. Causal relations

DEFINITION. A Humean event influences a
variable X if it changes X’s probabilities.
0.35

Alex coming over
influences whether
Dennis will practice.
0.28

0.2

1

0 1

0.6

0

0.42

0

1

0

0.9

1

0

0.1

1

0
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Part 3. Causal relations

DEFINITION. A Humean event influences a
variable X if it changes X’s probabilities.

DEFINITION. A Humean event influences a
variable X in mean if it changes E(X)
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Part 3. Causal relations

• Two variables X and Y are causally independent if
in a sufficiently refined version of Nature’s tree,
no step from one situation to another influences
both X and Y.
• Two variables X and Y are causally uncorrelated
if in a sufficiently refined version of Nature’s tree,
no step from one situation to another influences
both X and Y in mean.

Theorem
• Causally independent implies probabilistically
independent in every situation.
• Causally uncorrelated implies probabilistically
uncorrelated in every situation.
43

Part 3. Causal relations

Theorem
•
•

Causally independent implies probabilistically independent.
Causally uncorrelated implies probabilistically uncorrelated.

Project: Formulate analogous results for
conditional independence and partial correlation.
What are the causal analogs for conditional
independence and partial correlation?
There are many answers. This made The Art of
Causal Conjecture very complex.
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Part 3. Causal relations

Two probabilistic concepts:

• X and Z are independent given Y if for every
possible value y of Y, X and Z are independent
in the probability distribution obtained by
conditioning on the event Y=y.
• X and Z are uncorrelated linearly accounting for
Y if the residuals of X and Z from regression on
Y are uncorrelated.
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Part 3. Causal relations

Probabilistic concepts:

Causal concepts:

•

•
X and Z are independent
given Y if for every
possible value y of Y, X and
Z are independent in the
probability distribution
obtained by conditioning
on the event Y=y.

X and Z are causally
independent modulo Y if no step
from one situation to another
influences both X and Z but not
Y.

•

X and Z are uncorrelated
linearly accounting for Y if
the residuals of X and Z
from regression on Y are
uncorrelated.

•

X and Z are causally
uncorrelated modulo Y if no step
from one situation to another
influences both X and Z in mean
without influencing Y in mean.

The causal concept on the right does not imply the probabilistic concept
on the left. In each case, we need something more.
We need tracking and linear sign.
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Part 3. Causal relations

Definition

Y tracks Z means that for each possible
value y of Y, the probabilities for Z are the same in any
two situations where Y is resolved to y.

X
Y

Theorem

If
• Y tracks Z and
• X and Z are causally independent modulo Y,
then X and Z are probabilistically independent given Y.

Z
This provides a causal interpretation of conditional
independence and hence of causal DAGs.
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Part 3. Causal relations

Definition

We say that Y tracks Z if for each possible
value y of Y, the probabilities for Z are the same in any two
situations where Y is resolved to y.
Intuitively, this means that until Y is
resolved, the influence of Z’s various
causes on Z is fully represented by
their influence on Y.
Example 1. Spin a coin three times,
let Y be the number of heads on the
first two spins, and let Z be the
number of heads on the first three
spins. Then Y precedes and tracks Z.
Example 2. Form three piles of cards.
The first contains the deuce and three
of spades, the second the four and five
of hearts, the third the six and seven of

hearts. Choose a pile at random and
then draw a card from that pile at
random. Let Y be the number on the
card drawn and let Z be the suit. Then
Y tracks Z but Z precedes Y.
Example 3. Choose a card in two
steps. First choose a suit,  or ,
with probability one half each. Then
choose the card, ace or deuce, with
probability one half each. Let Y be the
suit (or ) and let Z be the card (A
or 2 or A or 2). Then Y tracks Z
and Z tracks Y.
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Part 3. Causal relations

Definition

Y tracks Z means that for each possible value y of Y, the
probabilities for Z are the same in any two situations where Y is resolved to Y.

Theorem

If Y tracks Z and X and Z are causally independent modulo Y,
then X and Z are probabilistically independent given Y.
This provides a causal interpretation of conditional independence and hence
of causal DAGs.
This causal interpretation works
for many of Pearl’s toy examples
but often fails in real applications.
It does not work in our toy “heart
damage” example.
The tracking assumption is not
quite plausible.

X

Y

Stress
amount
Particular
gene

Smoking
amount

Z

Pollution
exposure

Heart
damage
amount
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Part 3. Causal relations

We say that X is a linear sign of Y if whenever E(X)
changes, E(Y) changes proportionally.
This implies that the linear regression coefficient of Y on X will be
the same in every situation where it is defined (i.e., where X has
positive variance). (But the constant of the regression can change.)

We say that X1,…,Xp are a collective linear sign of Y if
whenever one of the E(X1),…, E(Xp) changes, E(Y)
changes linearly:
E(Y) = 1E(X1) + … + pE(Xp) .
This implies that 1,…,p will be the regression coefficients in
every situation where the regression is defined.
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Part 3. Causal relations

X
Y
Z

Theorem

If Y is a linear sign of Z, and X and Z are
causally uncorrelated modulo Y, then X and Z are
probabilistically uncorrelated linearly accounting for Y.
This provides a second and more flexible causal
interpretation of DAGs.

This causal interpretation seems to
work better our toy “heart
damage” example.
Because the constant in the
regression can change, it is
plausible that the parents of Z
form a collective linear sign.

X

Y

Stress
amount
Particular
gene

Smoking
amount

Z

Pollution
exposure

Heart
damage
amount
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Part 3. Causal relations

Linear causal diagrams
Diagrams showing causal interpretations of linear
relations among variables were developed by Sewall
Wright in the 1920s.

Path diagram
published by Wright
in the Annals of
Mathematical
Statistics in 1934
Sewall Wright
1889-1988
US geneticist
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Part 3. Causal relations

Against counterfactuals in study of causality
We all indulge, whether in
anger or in regret, in
counterfactual talk:
• Had the physician not
operated, John would be
alive today.
• Had I chosen a different
publisher, my book would
have sold 10,000 copies.

Calmer heads will remind us
that John’s length of life had
the physician not operated
does not have a determinate
value.
As Jacob Bernoulli wrote,
• De Actionum humanarum
pretio non statuendum ex
eventu.
• Do not judge human action
by what happens.
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Part 3. Causal relations

Constructing a causal Markov
diagram from a probability tree
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Part 3. Causal relations

Misunderstanding
My friend Phil Dawid, writing in 2010:
…some thinkers (Shafer, 1996; Spohn, 2001) regard the very concept of
causality as entirely supervenient on that of conditional independence (for
an appropriate collection of variables).
Beware of the DAG! JMLR: Workshop and Conference Proceedings 6: 59–86

Not accurate.

I would say instead that causality supervenes on Nature’s forecasts.
Conditional independence among variables is only a symptom of the
regularities in the forecasts by Nature that constitute causality (because
Reality conforms to them).
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Part 4. Physics
• Intertwined Natures
• Levels of causality
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Part 4. Physics

What do we lose when we give up
the principle of locality?
From Solid’s viewpoint, we lose
nothing. For her, causal relations
are regularities in her forecasts of
what she will see next.
Ditto for Dashed.
Intertwined event trees for two
witnesses, Solid and Dashed. They begin
together in situation I, go their separate
ways to witness different events, then
meet up again to share information.

Solid and Dashed might be two Natures
traveling at the speed of light.

The principle of locality demands
consistency between the two
Natures. Physics is telling us to give
this up.
This supports the thesis that
causality supervenes on Nature’s
forecasts.
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Part 4. Physics

A simple abstract
nonlocality puzzle
Principle of locality:
The result of a measurement
cannot be affected by an
event that does not precede it
in space-time.

Result from quantum theory that
contradicts the principle:
A physical process simultaneously emits
three particles at the speed of light,
each in a direction orthogonal to the
other two.
Each particle passes an observer who
measures it, obtaining + or -.
For each observer, 0 < P(+) < 1.
The results of any two of the
measurements predicts the third with
certainty.
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Part 4. Physics

Some physicists
have made my
point this way:
In our description of nature
the purpose is not to
disclose the real essence of
the phenomena but only to
track down, so far as it is
possible, relations between
the manifold aspects of our
experience.
— Niels Bohr, 1929
Unperformed experiments
have no results.
— Asher Peres, 1978

Physics is to be regarded
not so much as the study of
something a priori given,
but as the development of
methods for ordering and
surveying human
experience.
— Niels Bohr, 1961
This experiment has no
outcome until I experience
one.
— Fuchs, Mermin, Schack,
2013
An Introduction to QBism with an Application to the
Locality of Quantum Mechanics, Christopher A. Fuchs,
N. David Mermin, and Rüdiger Schack,
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1311.5253v1.pdf, November 2013.
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Part 4. Physics

Levels of
causality
Regularities in Nature’s
tree would usually be
considered causal only
if they continue to hold
as the tree is refined.
But we can imagine
different levels of
causality – different
Natures.

Two examples
emerged in physics in
the 19th century:
1. Boltzmann’s
second law of
thermodynamics
2. Poincare’s method
of arbitrary
functions
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See http://www.glennshafer.com/books/acc.html
for Chapter 1 of the book and the following papers.
The Logic of Events (Annals of Mathematics and
Artificial Intelligence 28 315-389. 2000.)
Causality and Responsibility (Cardozo Law Review 22
101-123. 2001)
MIT Press, 1996

See also:
Mathematical foundations
for probability and causality. Pp.
207-270 of Mathematical
Aspects of Artificial Intelligence,
edited by Frederick Hoffman.
American Mathematical Society,
Symposia in Applied
Mathematics, Volume 55.
1998. PREPUBLICATION
VERSION

Nature's Possibilities and Expectations (Pp. 147-166
of Probability Theory : Philosophy, Recent History and
Relations to Science, edited by Hendriks et al.. Kluwer
(Synthese Library, Vol. 297). 2001)
The Notion of Event in Probability and Causality:
Situating Myself Relative to Bruno de
Finetti (unpublished, 2001)

On the Puzzle Presented by Richard
Gill (unpublished, 1997).
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